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Abstract
Extremely large data sets are now commonplace, and they are often visualized through the World Wide Web. Scalability of web-based visualization
techniques is thus a key issue. This paper investigates the scalability of
four representative techniques for dynamic map generation and display
(e.g., for visualizing geographic sources of web site hits): generating a single composite map image, overlaying images on an underlying base map
and two variants of overlaying HTML on a base map. These four techniques embody a mixture of different display technologies and distribution
styles (three server-side and one distributed across both client and server).
Each technique was applied to 20 synthetic data sets of increasing size, and
the data set volume, elapsed time and memory consumption were measured. The results show that all four techniques are suitable for small data
sets comprising a few thousand points, but that the two HTML techniques
scale to larger data sets very poorly across all three variables.
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1 Introduction
When administering a Web site, it is normal to analyze the nature of traffic
to the site. Information on the geographic sources of traffic can be particularly useful in the right context. For example, e-commerce sites might wish
to determine the geographical distribution of visitors, so as to decide where
best to target marketing resources. One solution is to plot visitors’ geographical locations on a map. Geographical information systems (GIS)
were already being used for these purposes prior to the advent of the
World Wide Web (Beaumont 1991), and it is natural to extend these ideas
to online visualization of Web site traffic. Indeed, this is a classic example
of applying geographic visualization techniques to data sourced from the
“virtual world” (Kitchin and Dodge 2002, p. 344).
However, scalability is an issue for such visualizations, with rapid
growth in both Internet traffic and data collected leading to potentially
very large data sets (Andrienko et al. 2005, p. 107), which are commonly
accessed via the Web. Multi-terabyte data warehouses are now commonplace (Babcock 2006), and the data set underlying Google Earth (a Webbased application) comprises at least 70 terabytes of raw images and 500
gigabytes of index data (Bar-Zeev 2007; Chang et al. 2006). Even a moderately busy Web site can easily generate millions of hits—and thus megabytes of data—per day. This implies a strong need for scalable techniques
to visualize such data on the Web; an issue that no Web cartographer
should ignore.
Despite the clear importance of scalability in this context, there appears
to have been little work on testing the performance bounds of the many
Web-based cartographic visualization techniques. Ideally, a technique
should not only efficiently fulfill the task of plotting data points on a map,
but also provide tangible benefits to end-users. Scalability is a key issue
for Web applications in general (Offutt 2002, p. 28), and for online activity
visualization in particular (Eick 2001, p. 50), so techniques that can scale
to a large number of points are of particular interest.
In this paper we investigate the scalability of four representative techniques (server-side image generation, server-side image overlay, serverside HTML overlay and distributed HTML overlay, as exemplified by
Google Maps) for online Web visualization of the geographic sources of
downloads from a web site. General background information about the research and the general classes of technique available is provided in Sect. 2,
and the selection process and details of the techniques chosen for testing
are discussed in Sect. 3.
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The scalability of the four techniques was tested to determine how well
each technique handled large numbers of data points. A series of experiments was conducted on each technique with progressively larger synthetic
data sets, and the data set volume, elapsed time and memory consumption
were measured. The experimental design is discussed in Sect. 4.
Informal testing suggested that the server-side image generation and
server-side image overlay techniques would scale best. This was borne out
by the results of the experiments, which show that both techniques scale
well to very large numbers of points. The other two techniques proved reasonable for less than about 500–1,000 points, but their performance deteriorated rapidly beyond this. The results are discussed in Sect. 5.
The intent of the experiments was not to identify statistically significant
differences in performance across the four techniques. It was expected that
variations across techniques would be reasonably clear-cut, and the experiments were designed to test this expectation. However, the two best
performing techniques, server-side image generation and server-side image
overlay, produced very similar results, so a more formal statistical analysis
of these techniques may be warranted. This and other possible future directions are discussed in Sect. 6.

2 Background
This current research arose from implementing a digital institutional repository for the University of Otago School of Business1 in November
2005 (Stanger and McGregor 2006, 2007), using the GNU EPrints repository management software2. This repository quickly attracted interest from
around the world and the number of abstract views and full text downloads
steadily increased. There was great interest within the University in tracking this traffic, particularly with respect to the geographic sources of hits.
The EPrints statistics software developed at the University of Tasmania
(Sale and McGee 2006) proved useful in this regard, providing detailed
per-eprint and per-country download statistics, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
However, while the display in Fig. 1 provides an ordered ranking of the total hits from each country, it does not include detail below the country
level, despite having the data to do so. More importantly, it does not visualize the spatial distribution of hit sources around the globe. The author
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therefore explored techniques for plotting hit data onto a world map, so as
to provide a more cartographic view of the data.

Fig. 1. An example of the by-country display generated by the Tasmania statistics
software

The Internet has enabled unprecedented access to large data sets. Public
access to all kinds of data is now the norm, but effective and equitable access requires lightweight, accessible tools without excessive computing resource or user training needs. This has been an issue with, for example, the
development of Web-based public participation GIS (Kingston 2002,
pp. 108–109) and Web mapping applications (Zhao and Shneiderman
2005, pp. 414–415). In this research, therefore, preference was given to
techniques that could be used in a modern Web browser without additional
client software, so as to cater to the widest possible audience and reduce
the impact of wide variation in client hardware and software environments
(Offutt 2002, pp. 27–28).
There have been several prior efforts to geographically visualize Web
activity. Lamm et al. (1996) developed a sophisticated system for real-time
visualization of Web traffic on a 3D globe, but this required a virtual reality environment, thus limiting its general applicability. Papadakakis et al.
(1998) described a similar system called Palantir, which ran as a Java applet within a Web browser. Dodge and Kitchin (2001) describe several other
similar systems for mapping Web and Internet traffic.
These early systems suffered from the limitation that there was no public infrastructure for geolocating IP addresses (that is, translating them into
geographic coordinates). They generally used whois lookups or parsed
the domain name in a crude attempt to guess the country of origin (Lamm
et al. 1996). Locations outside the United States were typically aggregated
by country and mapped to the capital city (Lamm et al. 1996; Papadakakis
et al. 1998; Jiang and Ormeling 2000). Reasonably accurate and detailed
databases were commercially available (Lamm et al. 1996, p. 1466), but a
lack of public access limited their utility.
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Things have improved in recent years with the advent of freely available
and reasonably accurate geolocation services (e.g., Maxmind3 and
IP2Location4) with worldwide coverage and city-level resolution. For example, Maxmind’s free GeoLite City database claims “69% accuracy on a
city level for the US within a 25 mile radius” (Maxmind 2008). Their
commercial GeoIP City database claims 81% accuracy for the same parameters.
The techniques used by these prior systems can generally be divided
into two classes. Those of the first class generate a single bitmap image by
programmatically plotting points onto a base map image; the composite
map image is then displayed at the client. Such techniques shall henceforth
be referred to as single-layer techniques. Techniques of the second class
return a base map image plus one or more overlays of plotted points. The
overlay(s) and the base map are composited at the client. This is analogous
to the multiple layer construct long used in GIS to arrange data of like
geometric type and theme (Longley et al. 2005). This class of techniques
shall henceforth be referred to as multi-layer techniques.
Both classes are used in the aforementioned systems, but multi-layer
techniques appear more prevalent. For example, Palantir used a multi-layer
technique, in which a client-side Java applet overlaid graphic elements
onto a base map image retrieved from the now-defunct Xerox online map
server (Papadakakis et al. 1998). A more recent example is the Google
Maps API (Google 2008), which enables Web developers to easily embed
interactive maps within Web pages using client-side JavaScript. Google
Maps uses a dynamic multi-layer technique that has become feasible with
the recent widespread browser support for CSS (Cascading Style Sheets)
positioning and Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technologies
(Garrett 2005).
Multi-layer techniques enjoy a particular advantage over single-layer
techniques, as they can provide a more flexible GIS-like interaction with
the map, with multiple layers that can be activated and deactivated as desired. This could explain why such techniques are more common in the literature. However, many Web-based multi-layer techniques rely either on
the installation of additional client-side software, or on more recent Web
technologies such as CSS and Ajax (Zhao and Shneiderman 2005, p. 414).
Single-layer techniques typically do not rely on these things, so they
should be portable to a wider range of environments.
Each technique comprises a specific technology or collection of technologies (such as transparent bitmap overlays + CSS positioning), imple3
4
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mented using a specific distribution style. For example, one single-layer
technique might be implemented completely server-side while another
might use a mixture of server-side and client-side processing. Multi-layer
techniques may also adopt different distribution styles, and the overlays
might take the form of transparent images, absolutely positioned HTML
elements, dynamically generated graphics, etc.
The wide variety of available techniques raises the question of which
are most suitable for visualizing large data sets. For example, at the time of
writing the Otago EPrints repository had been accessed from over 123,000
distinct IP addresses, each potentially representing a distinct geographical
location. Informal testing suggested that a single-layer composite map image performed well with this volume of data, taking at most a few seconds
to load and display, whereas Google Maps took several minutes to load
and display a map containing only a few thousand points.
For the experiments described here, the range of techniques was first
narrowed down to just four: server-side image generation, server-side image overlay, server-side HTML overlay and distributed HTML overlay
(using Google Maps). The selection process and details of the techniques
chosen are discussed next.

3 Technique selection
In this section the four techniques chosen for testing are discussed in more
detail, along with the reasons for choosing them. First, the impact of distribution style on the choice of technique is discussed. This is followed by a
brief examination of how each technique works in practice, its implementation requirements, its relative advantages and disadvantages, and any
other issues peculiar to the technique.
3.1 Distribution style
Wood et al. (1996) and MacEachren (1998) identified four distribution
styles for Web-based geographic visualization software. The data server
style is where the server only supplies raw data, and manipulation, display
and analysis all take place at the client, so this is primarily a client-side
processing model, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Palantir implemented a multilayer technique using this distribution style (Papadakakis et al. 1998), by
means of a Java applet running at the client. The data server distribution
style can provide a dynamic interactive user experience, but clearly requires support for executing application code within the Web browser, us-
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ing technologies like JavaScript, Java applets or Flash. JavaScript is now
integrated into most browsers, but neither Java nor Flash can be guaranteed in a typical browser installation. Java- or Flash-based data server
techniques are therefore not considered, but JavaScript-based data server
techniques (such as that used by Google Maps) are feasible.

(a) Data server

(b) Image server

(c) Model interaction environment

(d) Shared environment

Fig. 2. Distribution styles for Web-based geographic visualization (Wood et al.
1996); F = filtering, M = mapping, R = rendering

Conversely, the image server style is where the display is created and
manipulated entirely at the server and the client is only a passive viewer,
so this is primarily a server-side processing model, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b). Techniques that use this style require no additional client-side
software, but the resultant visualization can be static and non-interactive
(Cammack 1999, p. 159), as it is typically a simple bitmap image.
The model interaction environment style is where a model created at the
server can be explored at the client, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). MacEachren
(1998) calls this the “3D model interaction” style, but this does not really
fit the current context. Wood et al. (1996) originally applied this distribution style to VRML models for GIS applications, but it could be applied to
any interactive model that is generated at the server, then downloaded to
and manipulated at the client. “Model interaction environment” therefore
seems a more appropriate name. The distinguishing feature of this style is
that there is no ongoing interaction between client and server after the
model has been downloaded. The downloaded model can be dynamic and
interactive, but changing the underlying data requires another round-trip to
the server to generate a new model. Similar restrictions apply to techniques
using this style as to the data server style, so Java- and Flash-based model
interaction environment techniques are not considered, along with solutions like VRML or SVG that require browser plug-ins (although native
SVG support is appearing in some browsers).
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Finally, the shared environment style is where data manipulation occurs
at the server, but control of that manipulation, and rendering and display
all occur at the client, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d). This is essentially the
model interaction environment style plus a feedback loop from client to
server, thus enabling a more flexible, dynamic interaction. Ajax technologies can support this kind of distribution style, for example, Sayar et al.
(2006) used Ajax to integrate Google Maps into existing GIS visualization
Web services. Specific shared environment techniques can be eliminated
from consideration based on the same criteria applied previously (e.g., no
Java- or Flash-based techniques).
3.2 Single-layer techniques
Single-layer techniques directly plot geolocated IP addresses onto a base
map image, and then display the composite image at the client. A typical
example of the output that might be produced is shown in Fig. 3. Such
techniques require software to programmatically create and manipulate
bitmap images, and to transform latitude/longitude coordinates into projected map coordinates.

Fig. 3. Sample output from the (single-layer) server-side image generation technique; the base map is from the CIA World Factbook (2008)

Single-layer techniques could use any of the distribution styles discussed in Sect. 3.1. However, all but the image server style would require
additional client-side software for generating images and performing projection transformations, so only single-layer techniques using the image
server distribution style (or server-side image generation techniques) are
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considered here. For this research, the author chose a representative serverside image generation technique using the GD image library5 and the
PROJ.4 cartographic projections library6.
Server-side image generation techniques provide some distinct advantages. They are simple to implement and quickly produce the final image.
They are also bandwidth efficient (Cammack 1999, p. 159), as the size of
the final image is determined only by its pixel count and compression
method, not the number of points plotted. The volume of data sent to the
client should therefore remain relatively constant across data sets.
Server-side image generation techniques have some disadvantages,
however. First, a suitable base map image must be acquired. This could be
generated from a GIS or licensed from a third party (raising possible copyright issues). Second, the compression method used for the composite map
can impact visual quality. Lossy compression methods such as JPEG can
make points plotted on the map appear fuzzy or “muddy”, even at high
quality levels. Lossless compression methods such as PNG avoid this, but
can produce larger files. Finally, it is harder to provide interactive map
manipulation with server-side image generation techniques (Cammack
1999, p. 159), as the output is a static image. Anything that changes the
map content (such as panning or hiding points) will force regeneration of
the entire image. Limited zooming is possible with a very high-resolution
base map image.
3.3 Multi-layer techniques
Multi-layer techniques indirectly plot points onto the base map by means
of one or more independent overlays. This provides a significant advantage
over single-layer techniques by providing multiple layers that can be individually manipulated. This is like the multi-layer functionality of a GIS,
providing effective interactive visualizations of geographic data (Wood et
al. 1996; MacEachren 1998).
Until relatively recently, implementing multi-layer techniques would
likely have required additional client-side software, but most modern
browsers now support absolute positioning of HTML elements using CSS.
This enables the creation of overlays using nothing more than HTML, CSS
and a few bitmap images. The author has identified two main multi-layer
techniques, which can be termed image overlay and HTML overlay.

5
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An image overlay comprises a transparent bitmap image into which
points are plotted, which is then overlaid on the base map image (Golub
and Shneiderman 2003), producing results essentially identical to Fig. 3.
The overlay image must be in either PNG or GIF format, as JPEG does not
support transparency, but the overlay image compresses extremely well
because it is mostly “white space”. This also eliminates the image quality
issue noted earlier. The size of the image overlay should be roughly, but
not directly, proportional to the number of points plotted.
As noted in Sect. 3.2, generating images at the client requires additional
software, so only the data server distribution style will be considered here
for image overlays (i.e., server-side image overlay). That is, both the base
map image and the overlay(s) are generated at the server.
An HTML overlay comprises a collection of HTML elements corresponding to the points plotted, positioned over the base map image using
CSS. One option is to use <IMG> elements to place icons on the base map,
which is the approach adopted by Google Maps (see Fig. 4). Another option is to use appropriately sized, colored and positioned <DIV> elements,
again producing results essentially identical to Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Sample output from the (multi-layer) Google Maps technique

HTML overlays may be generated at either the server or client, and do
not require additional client-side software, because only HTML (i.e., text)
is being generated. This can be achieved using client-side JavaScript, so
HTML overlays can use any of the distribution styles discussed in
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Sect. 3.1. Two representative HTML overlay techniques were adopted for
the experiments: server-side HTML overlays (image server distribution
style) and distributed HTML overlays (data server distribution style). The
latter is exemplified by Google Maps, so from now on we shall refer to this
technique as “Google Maps”, to distinguish it more clearly from serverside HTML overlays. Since Google Maps uses <IMG> elements, <DIV>
elements were used for the server-side HTML overlay.
Server-side HTML overlays are simple to implement: all that is required
is code to perform projection transformations and generate corresponding
<DIV> elements. Google Maps (Google 2008) is a more complex proposition. It uses the data server distribution style, running JavaScript within
the client browser to manipulate the base map and its overlays. Data and
map images are requested asynchronously from the server as needed. (This
latter point may seem to imply that Google Maps uses the shared environment rather than the data server distribution style. However, with Google
Maps the server is merely a passive supplier of data and does not generate
or manipulate the map.)
The primary advantage of Google Maps is the rich functionality it provides for map generation and interaction. Users may pan and zoom within
broad limits. Satellite imagery and terrain layers are also available. Details
about each point can be displayed in callouts, as shown in Fig. 4. Google
Maps also has a proven record for visualizing and managing network resources, such as worldwide computing grids (Gibbins and Buyya 2006).
However, Google Maps also has some significant disadvantages7. First,
it is a distributed application, making it complex to implement, test and
debug (Bates 1995; Enslow 1978). Second, the web server must have a
registered API key, which is verified with Google every time a page attempts to use the API. The client must also connect to Google’s servers to
download the JavaScript code, meaning that an active Internet connection
is essential even when client and server are running on the same machine.
The most significant disadvantage of all HTML overlay techniques (including Google Maps), however, is that the size of the overlay is directly
proportional to the number of points, so a very large data set will generate
an even larger amount of HTML (Cammack 1999, pp. 158–159). Large
data sets may therefore cause excessive browser memory consumption,
implying that these techniques will not scale well at the high end. However, they may still be appropriate for small data sets that require interactive manipulation. Encoding methods such as that suggested by Zhao and
Shneiderman (2005) may also help.
7

Interestingly, the Google Earth application addresses many of these issues, but
since it is not a browser-based solution it is not considered here.
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4 Experimental design
A series of experiments was undertaken to test the scalability of the four
chosen techniques, using a collection of progressively larger synthetic data
sets. The first data set comprised one point at the South Pole. A regular
grid of points at one-degree intervals was constructed by incrementing latitude and longitude, with each data set twice the size of its predecessor. A
total of twenty-one data sets were created, ranging from one to 1,048,576
(=220) points. A plot of the 16,384-point data set is shown in Fig. 5.
We must immediately acknowledge that the map in Fig. 5 will probably
seem quite bizarre to most cartographers. Certainly this is not a realistic
use case, and a real application would at the very least use a density reduction method such as a common dot map (Dent 1990). However, the aim of
these experiments was explore the boundaries of performance for Web
mapping applications, and it makes no difference computationally how
data points are geographically distributed. For a given technique, 16,384
points will take the same time to plot regardless of their location, so the results of the experiments can be generalized to any data set. We chose synthetic data sets as they were easier to generate and their parameters could
be tightly controlled.

Fig. 5. The 16,384-point synthetic data set plotted on the base map

The grid spacing used meant that 64,800 points “filled” the entire map,
so the five largest data sets had many overlapping points. This is normal
for real download data, as there are often multiple hits from the same location, but note again that in a real application we would aggregate these duplicates in some way.
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The focus on scalability implied key variables of page load time (subdivided into time taken to generate map data, time taken to transfer map data
and related material to the client across the network, and time taken by the
client to display the map), browser memory consumption and volume of
data generated (which impacts on both storage and network bandwidth).
Unfortunately, as noted in Sect. 3.3, Google Maps requires an active Internet connection, so the experiments could not use an isolated network.
Local network traffic was thus a potential confounding factor, which was
eliminated by running both server and client on the same machine8. This
also enabled independent measurement of data generation and page display
times, thus simplifying the data collection process and ensuring that the
client and server processes did not unduly interfere with each other.
Internet performance could arguably still have a confounding effect on
Google Maps, but this would likely only affect the initial API download
(about 235 kB), which would be locally cached thereafter. API key verification occurs on every page load, but the data volume is very small, so it is
less likely to be affected by Internet issues. Any such issues would be immediately apparent, as it would simply block the server from proceeding.
For each data set, its size, the time taken to generate it, the time taken to
display the resultant map in the browser, and the amount of real and virtual
memory consumed by the browser were recorded. It was also intended to
measure server memory consumption, but this proved difficult to isolate,
and was dropped. Each test was run up to twenty times, where feasible, to
compensate for random variations; some tests were run fewer times because they took an excessive amount of time. Testing for a technique was
generally halted when a single test run took longer than about five minutes,
as by then performance had already deteriorated well beyond usable levels.
The Web browser was shut down and reloaded before each group of tests.
4.1 Technique implementation
As noted in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3, the server-side image generation, serverside image overlay and server-side HTML overlay techniques were all implemented using the image server distribution style, while the Google
Maps technique was implemented using the data server distribution style.
Fig. 6 shows the overall architecture for the implementation of each
technique. Browser requests were handled by a server-side combination of
PHP and Perl scripts that generated an appropriate response for each tech8

A Power Macintosh G5 1.8 GHz (single processor) with 1 GB RAM, running
Mac OS X 10.4.7, Apache 2.0.55, PHP 4.4 and Perl 5.8.6.
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nique. The first three techniques shared the same base map (which used the
Robinson projection), taken from a map collection released into the public
domain by the CIA (2008). All three techniques used the PROJ.4 cartographic projections library, and the first two techniques used the GD
graphics library.
The Google Maps technique differed from the others in that the server
generated no images. Instead it generated and returned an XML data set
containing the data points, which were then plotted by the browser using
the Google Maps JavaScript API. Google Maps currently only supports the
Mercator projection, but the API automatically handles projection transformations.

Fig. 6. Technique implementation architecture

One obvious concern is that three of the techniques use the Robinson
projection—simply because of the ready availability of a high-quality base
map image using that projection (CIA 2008)—while the fourth uses the
Mercator projection. The consequent differences in projection transformations could arguably invalidate cross-technique comparisons. Informal
testing with the PROJ.4 library found only a slight difference in performance—less than 1% over 3 million transformations—between the Mercator
and Robinson projection transformations. This implies that the transforma-
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tions for both projections are computationally similar. Similar testing with
Google Maps, however, showed it was about 18 times slower than PROJ.4.
Inspection of the JavaScript source revealed nothing unusual about the implementation of the Mercator transformation, so the difference is most
likely attributable to the use of compiled C code versus interpreted
JavaScript. The performance figures could be normalized to make them directly comparable, but this would only make sense in the context of a full
statistical analysis. The goal of the experiments is to explore the boundaries of real-world performance, so the fact that Google Maps is 18 times
slower is clearly important and should be taken into account.

5 Results and discussion
As noted above, the goal of these experiments was not a full statistical
analysis of the performance of the different techniques, but rather identifying broad trends. The remainder of this section discusses in detail the results for data volume, page load time and memory consumption. All plots
use log-log scales.
5.1 Data volume
The data generated by the server for each data set was saved to a file and
its size in bytes recorded. For the server-side image generation and serverside image overlay techniques, the file was a bitmap image; whereas for
the server-side HTML overlay and Google Maps techniques, the file comprised HTML or XML text, respectively.
There was also a certain amount of fixed overhead associated with each
technique, summarized in Table 1. This comprised static files that were
always downloaded to the client, such as the base map image, various
icons, the base source for the Web page and the JavaScript source for the
Google Maps API.
The volume of data generated by each technique, including fixed overhead, is shown in Fig. 7 (note that “server-side” has been omitted from the
technique names in this and subsequent figures). There is an immediately
apparent divergence between the techniques that generate images (serverside image generation and server-side image overlay) and the techniques
that generate text (server-side HTML overlay and Google Maps).
Both the server-side image generation and server-side image overlay
techniques scale well with regard to data volume. Interestingly, the data
volume of the image generation technique increases by about 8 kB up to
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8,192 points, but then drops by about 90 kB over the next three data sets.
This is because at this point the number of points plotted covers much of
the base map. A large portion of the composite map image is thus a single
color (see Fig. 5), which compresses more efficiently.
Table 1. Fixed overhead for each technique; the largest contributing item for each
technique is shown in bold face
Technique
Server-side image generation

Fixed overhead
629 bytes

Content
Web page source

Server-side image overlay

≈181 kB

Web page source
base map image (JPEG)

Server-side HTML overlay

≈181 kB

Web page source
base map image (JPEG)

Google Maps

≈235 kB

Web page source
base map image tiles (PNG)
API (JavaScript)
various icons (PNG)

Fig. 7. Comparison of generated data size for each technique (log-log scale)
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The data volume of the image overlay technique appears constant, but
actually increases by about 2 kB across the range. This has important implications for handling multiple layers. Because the overlay images are
small (less than 2 kB for one million points), it should be feasible to preload several overlay images on the client and interactively toggle them.
The server-side HTML overlay and Google Maps techniques clearly do
not scale well with respect to data volume, and visibly diverge from the
other two techniques once the data volume exceeds about 5% of the fixed
overhead. For HTML overlay this occurs somewhere between 64 and 128
points, and for Google Maps somewhere between 256 and 512 points. The
divergence increases rapidly for both techniques, with HTML overlay suffering most. The latter is because HTML overlay generates additional CSS
attributes (i.e., more text) to position the <DIV> elements, whereas Google Maps returns a more compact list of latitude/longitude coordinates.
5.2 Page load time
For each test run, both the time taken to generate the data at the server and
to display the page in the client browser were recorded. The former is
shown in Fig. 8, the latter in Fig. 9, and the combined time in Fig. 10.
5.2.1 Data generation time

The results (see Fig. 8) show that the time taken to generate the source data
increases in proportion to the number of points to be plotted. It is interesting to note that data generation for the two techniques that generate text is
generally faster than for two techniques that generate images.
Server-side image generation generally takes the longest to generate its
data. This is because it has to perform projection transformations, plot
points onto the base map image and compress the composite image as a
JPEG. The image to be compressed is also moderately complex, adding to
the data generation time. Server-side image overlay performs somewhat
better because it uses a less expensive compression method (PNG) and the
image to be compressed is much simpler (a collection of colored dots on a
blank background).
Server-side HTML overlay appears faster at generating data than either
image-generating technique at the low end, but performs similarly at the
high end. In this technique the server only performs projection transformations; no images are generated and there is no compression. At the high
end, however, this advantage is offset by the significant data volumes gen-
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erated. Google Maps is faster again, because almost all processing occurs
at the client; the server’s only role is to generate a list of coordinates.
In terms of data generation, all four techniques appear to scale reasonably well. The image-generating techniques perform worse at the low end
because they require more complex processing, but this is offset at the high
end by the relatively constant data volume. Conversely, the text-generating
techniques perform better at the low end, but are negatively impacted at
the high end by the sheer volume of data (tens or hundreds of megabytes
vs. hundreds of kilobytes).

Fig. 8. Comparison of data generation time for each technique (log-log scale)

5.2.2 Map display time

The results (see Fig. 9) reveal spectacular differences between the imagegenerating and text-generating techniques. The map display time is essentially constant for both image-generating techniques, which is not surprising given that the data volume is also essentially constant, and that the
browser is simply loading and displaying static images. Image overlay appears slightly slower than image generation, probably because image overlay loads two images from the server instead of image generation’s one
image.
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In contrast, the text-generating techniques clearly do not scale well with
respect to map display time. Google Maps suffers most, with display time
exceeding ten seconds shortly past 512 points. Testing was abandoned at
4,096 points, which took over seven minutes. HTML overlay fares better,
exceeding ten seconds somewhere between 4,096 and 8,192 points. Testing was abandoned at 32,768 points, which took almost ten minutes.

Fig. 9. Comparison of map display time for each technique (log-log scale)

5.2.3 Combined time

Combining the data generation and map display times (see Fig. 10) yields
little change to the curves for the text-generating techniques, because the
data generation times are very small compared to the map display times.
There is a more obvious impact on the image-generating techniques, with
both techniques remaining more or less constant up to about 2,048 points,
and then slowing beyond that. However, the slowdown is not as dramatic
as the text-generating techniques; even the largest data set only takes about
nineteen seconds overall. Image overlay does display a slight advantage of
about half a second over image generation for the largest data set, but further experiments are needed to determine whether this is statistically significant.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of combined page load time for each technique (log-log
scale)

5.3 Memory consumption
Both the real and virtual memory consumption of the browser were measured before and after each test run. This provided the size of both the current “working set” and the total memory footprint of the browser process
after it had completed a test run. The real memory results are shown in
Fig. 11 and the virtual memory results in Fig. 12.
While both plots display similar trends, the real memory data are somewhat problematic. Real memory consumption was generally consistent
across test runs, but would also frequently double for no readily apparent
reason. This is particularly apparent with HTML overlay beyond 1,024
points. This was probably a consequence of other processes on the test machine requesting memory. The validity of the real memory data is thus
somewhat doubtful, but they are broadly consistent with the virtual memory data. The virtual memory data proved more consistent overall, as the
virtual memory footprint of a process is less likely to be impacted by other
running processes.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of browser real memory consumption for each technique
(log-log scale)

Fig. 12. Comparison of browser virtual memory consumption for each technique
(log-log scale)
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The results show that the two image-generating techniques have essentially constant virtual memory consumption of about 170 MB. This is to be
expected, given that the generated data volume is also essentially constant.
The text-generating techniques, however, clearly begin to diverge as the
number of points increases. HTML overlay starts to visibly diverge somewhere between 2,048 and 4,096 points, reaching a maximum of about
216 MB when testing was terminated at 32,678 points. Google Maps starts
to visibly diverge between 64 and 128 points, reaching a maximum of
about 264 MB when testing was terminated at 4,096 points. This is in line
with the initial expectation for these techniques that memory consumption
would increase in proportion to the data set size.

6 Conclusion and future work
The scalability of four techniques—server-side image generation, serverside image overlay, server-side HTML overlay and distributed HTML
overlay (Google Maps)—for online geographic visualization of Web site
hits was tested. The results clearly show that server-side image generation
and server-side image overlay scale the best from small to large data sets.
Both HTML overlay techniques work well for small data sets, but their
performance deteriorates rapidly with increasing data set size until they
become unusable.
Despite this clear difference in scalability, there are still interesting
questions remaining. The model interaction environment distribution style
was not investigated, as it was unclear whether it could be achieved using
only client-side JavaScript. This is an avenue for further investigation, and
the appearance of native SVG support in browsers may be a viable option
for implementing this distribution style. It would also be interesting to investigate the technologies rejected in this research (e.g., client-side Flash).
It was somewhat surprising that server-side HTML overlay and Google
Maps were not consistent in where the different measures diverged, as
shown in Table 2. Google Maps appears more consistent than server-side
HTML overlay in this regard, but it seems logical to expect some correlation, so further investigation is required. Implementing an instrumented
Web browser and server may enable more precise data to be gathered.
Shortly after completing the experiments, the author found the msCross
Web GIS client9, an open source Google Maps clone. Its documentation
implies that it may be possible to build a self-contained implementation
9

http://datacrossing.crs4.it/en_Documentation_mscross.html
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that would enable testing on an isolated network with client and server on
different machines. Network transfer time could then be measured, and issues arising from running the client and server on the same machine would
be eliminated. This would require a distributed measurement infrastructure
similar to that developed by Barford and Crovella (1999).
Table 2. Approximate number of points at which each measure begins to visibly
diverge, for the server-side HTML overlay and Google Maps techniques
Technique
Server-side HTML overlay
Google Maps

Data size
64–128
256–512

Map display time
128–256
64–128

Virtual memory
2,048–4,096
64–128

The goal of this work was to identify the best technique for plotting the
numerous downloads and abstract views from the Otago School of Business digital repository. The experiments were generic, however, so the results should be generalizable to any online visualization involving geographic data sets. Huge data sets are already commonplace and will only
grow in future, so scalability of visualization techniques is a serious issue
for all Web cartographers. What works for a small data set may not work
for a large one!
The results clearly show that both server-side HTML overlay and Google Maps are inappropriate for large data sets. This leaves a choice between two similarly performing techniques: server-side image generation
and server-side image overlay. However, multi-layer techniques display
many practical advantages over single-layer techniques, such as the ability
to dynamically toggle overlays, thus providing greater flexibility and a
more dynamic user experience. Taking these benefits into consideration,
the server-side image overlay technique is the clear winner.
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